e PICO process is a technique used in evidence based practice to frame and answer clinical questions. It involves structuring the question around four types of clinical information: Population, Intervention, Control or comparison and Outcome.
INTRODUCTION
A systematic review is a type of literature review that critically analyses multiple research studies in order to answer a speci c research question. ey play a key role in evidence based medicine, informing practice and policy. Systematic reviews are also increasingly important for informing policy and practice outside of academia.
To answer a given research question, e.g., should beta blockers be given to heart a ack survivors?, a systematic review of the literature is performed by composing a search strategy. A search strategy is rst formulated to retrieve studies that satisfy inclusion and exclusion criteria set within the review's protocol. Systematic reviews intended for a biomedical audience use Boolean queries as search strategies.
ese o en include restrictions to studies that match speci c metadata like the type of studies or dates of publication.
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is screening process is o en costly and time consuming due to numerous not-relevant studies retrieved and the e ort of manually screening each study. In extreme cases, like for scoping systematic reviews, millions of studies may be retrieved and require screening, with only few thousands meeting the inclusion criteria; for example, a systematic review that required the screening of 1.8 million studies, of which approximately only 4,000 were found to be potentially eligible (precision=0.0022) [12] .
A key question is whether some part of the retrieval and screening process could be automated [8] while ensuring that quality if not compromised? e aim is to reduce the total amount of e ort, without missing any study that are eligible for inclusion in the review. In information retrieval terms, this translates in increasing the precision of the search results, while maintaining recall.
In this paper we evaluated the use of PICO annotations at both search strategy (query) and study (document) level as a method to restrict the number of retrieved studies for a given systematic review, while a empting to maintain the same recall achieved by the original search strategy (without PICO annotations). PICO is a popular framework used in medicine and clinical practice to formulate clinical questions. e framework promotes framing clinical questions according the four types of clinical information: i) population the question refers to (e.g., males aged 20-50); ii) intervention the population is administered with (e.g., weight loss drug); iii) the criteria for comparison or control (e.g., controlled exercise regime); and iv) outcome to measure (e.g., weight loss). Systematic review guidelines recommend the use of PICO in the development of search strategies (queries), and most modern systematic reviews in medicine adhere to this guideline. While PICO is commonly used to formulate the search strategy, it is not used by the underlying retrieval system executing that strategy. is paper aims to highlight whether it should be.
RELATED WORK
ere has been increasing a ention on computational methods to automate the processes of compiling systematic reviews [2, [5] [6] [7] . Automated classi cation methods have been studied to lter out non relevant studies once retrieved by the Boolean search strategy de ned in a review.
ere have been a empts in modifying the mechanisms used for retrieval of research studies for directly reducing the number of retrieved studies, rather than devising methods that lter studies post-retrieval. Karimi et al. applied query expansion to improve the quality of retrieved studies [4] . is approach improved recall, but hampered precision; thus, its application to actual systematic review screening is o en unsustainable for very large systematic reviews. A randomised control trial study by Schardt et al. compared use of PICO against no standardised framework to guide the formulation of search strategies. e study found the use of PICO tended to retrieve results for screening with greater precision than those search strategies formulated without the use of PICO [10] : this further motivates investigating the use of PICO as operators in queries to constraint retrieval. Closer to our work, Demner-Fushman and Lin [3] , and Boudin et al. [1] have used PICO information to aid the retrieval of studies for systematic review screening. e former study used PICO, along with other information, to re-rank studies (thus is not applicable to our work as we examine retrieval, not ranking). e la er, instead, devised two approaches for using PICO within the retrieval process. e rst approach involved creating separate language models for each of the PICO elements, using text that has been automatically annotated with respect to each PICO element. en queries and documents were matched using a mixture model that combined the separate language models, where speci c importance weights were given to matches for speci c PICO elements (e.g., weighting higher matches for the population element). Empirical results only showed limited improvements and no principled way to set the weights of each language model. A second approach was proposed that exploited both PICO information and structured information of the research studies. Empirical results showed improvements in terms of precision at 10 and average precision; however, the impact of parameter tuning was unclear. Our work is di erent from previous approaches because we annotate both queries (search strategies) and documents (research studies) with respect to PICO, and restrict matches in documents only to corresponding PICO elements expressed in the queries.
USE OF PICO TO SEARCH
An increasing amount of PICO annotations over biomedical research studies has become available.
e Cochrane association (a global network of health professionals that provide access to high quality medical information) is undergoing a large manual annotation e ort to create a large repository of PICO annotated MEDLINE articles 1 , with the intention of making the content and data in systematic reviews more discoverable. At the same time, numerous automated methods have been developed that can annotate biomedical sentences with PICO categories with high accuracy. In this work we use one such tool, called RobotReviewer [13] . RobotReviewer is a machine learning system that uses supervised distance supervision to train models that automate the extraction of PICO elements from systematic reviews. In previous evaluation of RobotReviewer [13] , it was found that the system extracted PICO annotations with a precision of 0.9 (top 3 annotations), outperforming other existing methods.
Search strategies aimed at nding studies to be included in systematic reviews are o en formulated using the PICO framework. However, the information of which keywords and Boolean clauses in the search strategy refer to eachPICO element is generally not included in the strategies themselves.
We next consider how to constrain the keywords (or Boolean clauses) to speci c PICO elements. is could be achieved, for example, by appending operators to keywords that indicate which PICO element was elicited to decide the inclusion of the keyword itself in the search strategy. If this was the case, and if PICO annotations extracted from research studies where indexed as elds alongside the text and metadata of the studies themselves, then the matching between search strategies and research studies could be limited to matching keywords with respect to the correspondent PICO annotations. For example, suppose that a search study identi ed weight loss as the intervention. If the query had no PICO annotations (as in current systems), then studies in which weight loss was the measurement outcome would be retrieved. Conversely, if the query included PICO annotations as a condition of the match (as in the method we investigate here), then studies in which weight loss was the measurement outcome would not be retrieved, and only studies for which the keywords weight loss have been annotated as intervention would be retrieved. Note that keywords could have been annotated with more than a PICO element; similarly, some keywords may not be related to any of the PICO elements.
While the method proposed here may improve precision because the match is restricted to keywords used in the same (PICO) context in both the search strategies and the research studies, there is the concrete possibility that it also harms recall.
is is because of possible noise or errors introduced in the annotation of text with respect to PICO (whether manually or automatically). In addition, note that the construction of search strategies is an iterative process, and information specialists and researchers use initial searches to formulate the nal search strategy.
us, the conversion of existing search strategies that have no PICO annotations to queries with PICO constraints may not retrieve relevant studies that were identi ed during search strategy formulation.
In the remainder of the paper, we aim to empirically compare the e ectiveness of using PICO elements in search strategies and research studies for the compilation of a list of results to be screened for inclusion in systematic reviews.
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
To evaluate the e ectiveness of the retrieval methods we use the test collection compiled by Scells et. al [9] . e collection contains 26 million MEDLINE studies, 94 search strategies from Cochrane systematic reviews and the corresponding relevance assessments. To extract PICO annotations from the research studies, we use RobotReviewer, version 3. Note that this version of RobotReviewer does not extract Control elements. To obtain PICO annotations for search strategies, we employed two medical experts (a clinician and a nal year biomedical science student) and compared their annotations among each other. An adjudication process was used to nalise the PICO annotations for search strategies by asking the most experienced annotator to review disagreements 2 . e collection was indexed using Elasticsearch version 5.1.1, including indexing studies with respect to the PICO elements present in the text as separate elds. For each study, we indexed title, abstract and metadata (including publication date and medical subject heading terms) separately because search strategies may contain conditions that restrict the matching of keywords or Boolean clauses to only some of these elements.
We compared four approaches: (B) a baseline approach that use the original Boolean queries, (P) an approach that uses queries for which matches of speci c keywords or Boolean clauses may be restricted to some PICO elements, and nally, (cP & fP) two approaches that both use the same PICO restrictions, but a empt to select the optimal PICO elements.
Our evaluation criteria consists of four levels of relevance since not all studies may have been retrieved by the queries we acquired.
e studies are classi ed as such: excluded and not retrieved (l1), included and not retrieved (l2), excluded and retrieved (l3), and included and retrieved (l4) [9] . e evaluation described in this section is performed using l3 and l4.
In the rst approach (cP), we performed a 'coarse grain selection' of the PICO elements, in which, for each query, we found a combination of the PICO elds by iterating through each possible combination of elds and selecting the combination that lead to the lowest recall loss compared to the baseline. is shows the e ect that maintaining only the PICO elds that least reduce recall has on precision. In the second approach (fP), we performed a ' ne grain selection' of the PICO elements, in which we use an oracle heuristic to remove the individual PICO elements (and not the entire elds) that caused a reduction in recall. is last approach is thus explicitly aimed at maintaining the same recall as the Boolean baseline, but improving precision with PICO, where possible.
During preliminary experiments we found that 13 queries matching on only PICO elds (P method) retrieve no studies: this may be due to the reasons outlined in Section 3. When the PICO-based strategy (P) did not retrieve any relevant studies but the baseline did, we removed the PICO annotations from the query (fallback).
As a retrieval task, we considered the task of retrieving studies for screening. e task aims to retrieve all relevant studies, while at the same time minimising non relevant studies; this thereby minimises the time researchers need to spend in reviewing the full text of studies. e balance between ensuring high recall and decreasing the number of not relevant studies to be screened is key for this task. As such, for this task the collection identi ed as appropriate evaluation measures the F β -measure and the work saved over sampling (WSS) measure [2] 3 :
WSS measures the work saved (with respect to the number of studies required to be screened) by comparing the number of not relevant studies that have not been retrieved (true negatives), those that have been retrieved and recall. In the F β -measure, β controls the preference towards recall over precision; studies in systematic reviews automation used β = 1, β = 3 (recall three times more important than precision) and β = 0.5 [8] . In addition, we also report precision and recall.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of PICO Annotations
Of the 26 million studies in the collection, we found that RobotReviewer annotated with PICO 63% of the studies. All studies annotated with PICO contained a Population eld; all studies except for one contained an Intervention eld; and all studies except for four contained an Outcomes eld. On average, we found that the Population eld is 15.8 words in length, the Intervention eld is 16.46 words in length, and the Outcomes eld is 16.43 words in length.
We found that many of the studies that had not been annotated with PICO comprised of title only (no abstract). Of the 94 queries, all were annotated with PICO elements. On average, there was a similar number of Boolean clauses annotated with Population and Intervention elds (approximately 10.6 clauses per queries). However, there was a signi cant lower number of clauses annotated as Outcome (2.3 on average). Figure 1 shows the distribution of the number of PICO annotations per query, across the three types of annotations. We found that the majority of queries contained a similar number of Population and Intervention annotations. Most queries have an Intervention annotation (80) and Population annotation (78), while only 18 queries contain an Outcome annotation. Table 1 reports the evaluation of the retrieval results obtained by the Boolean baseline (B) and the methods that exploits PICO annotations (P, cP, fP). For all measures we computed statistical signi cance using a paired one-tail t-test. Overall, all PICO-based methods signi cantly improved precision over the baseline, except for cP which exhibited no signi cant change in precision. e increase in precision for PICO-based methods translated to a saving of studies retrieved for screening, thus likely allowing potential time savings and cost reduction 4 . Figure 2 (le ) illustrates these savings in total number of studies retrieved by method P for the 20 queries with highest number of relevant studies. Overall, method P retrieved 46.4% less studies to be screened than the baseline (B). Table 1 : Comparison of the e ectiveness of the Boolean baseline (B), PICO based retrieval (P), coarsely selected PICO retrieval (cP), and nely selected PICO retrieval (fP). Statistical signi cance (p < 0.01) is denoted as b (wrt. Boolean) p (wrt. PICO), c (wrt. coarsely selected PICO) and f (wrt. nely selected PICO). in number of studies to be screened is achieved in a simpler and more controllable way 5 (e.g., without resorting to parameter tuning) compared to previous studies that a empted to exploit PICO elements within the retrieval process, e.g. [1] .
Analysis of Retrieval E ectiveness
While the P method reduced recall compared to the baseline, a trade-o between a reduction in studies to be screened and the relevant studies to be retrieved can be obtained using fP. e results in Table 1 in fact show that fP maintains the same recall as the baseline (by de nition), while signi cantly increasing precision (42.58% reduction in number of studies retrieved for screening).
By analysing the other evaluation measures reported in Table 1 we can observe that method fP provides the highest gains over the baseline for all measures, apart from recall which is unchanged.
While overall fP provides promising results, the automatic selection of the optimal PICO elds that guaranteed no loss in recall compared to the Boolean baseline is still an open challenge. Future work will investigate the use of statistical predictors, e.g., query performance prediction, applied to the individual PICO elements in the Boolean queries clauses.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we investigated the e ectiveness of exploiting PICO annotations in both search strategies (queries) and studies (documents) to narrow down the matches between keywords or Boolean clauses for retrieving studies for screening in systematic reviews. 5 e ability to carefully control and replicate the retrieval of studies in a systematic review has a key importance within protocols for systematic reviews compilation. e use of PICO was compared to a Boolean retrieval baseline that represents current search technology employed when performing retrieval for systematic review screening.
Our empirical evaluation on a collection containing 26 million studies (documents) and 94 systematic reviews (queries) showed the e ectiveness of the PICO-based methods in reducing the number of false positives retrieved for screening (increase in precision). Despite this, the use of PICO showed a consequent decreased in recall compared to the Boolean baseline, unless the PICO query was modi ed to explicitly remove the PICO constrains that led to recall losses. However, the analysis of F β -measure and WSS values suggested that, in general, recall losses were more than balanced by savings in terms of number of non relevant studies to be examined in the screening process. is outcome has the potential to drastically and immediately decrease the screening time of research studies for systematic reviews.
e use of a large test collection (both in documents and queries) and a tool to automatically annotate abstracts with PICO allowed us to show the large scale e ects that searching using PICO elements matching in both queries and documents has for systematic reviews screening, whereas previous studies have used signi cantly smaller data sets.
ese results have considerable implications for the future of biomedical systematic reviews. Firstly, we recommend that systematic review creation guidelines include annotating elements of the search strategy with PICO. Secondly, we highlight the need for an automatic tool able to extract PICO elements from queries in existing systematic reviews: this would bene t the common process of updating existing reviews.
